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The Serendipity Machine at your location

ICEBREAKERS

DATA

ADVISE

We created icebreakers
to help you and your users
connecting to each other in a
natural and fun way!

Wow! By using TSM you will
see who’s at your location and what
kind of knowledge is available. You’re
connected to a huge network of data!

Get the vibe!
We strongly advice you to give
physical exposure of The Serendipity
Machine at your location.

-TV screens with your own brand and possibilities
to interact with your users

-Dashboard with data from your location

-The check in software at your location (Hi, I am here!)

-Data of the knowledge available at your location
(daily, weekly, monthly and yearly)

-6 months premium TSM for your stakeholders

-Amount of questions asked in the platform

-Fun facts and more...

-Amount of answers given in the platform
-Top knowledge tags at your location available
-Top 10 active users (daily, weekly, monthly and yearly)

We can give you some examples of how
other TSM locations did it!
By using TSM and putting some eﬀort in it
you will have a vibrant culture at your
location in no-time.
For using the check in software we can
recommend you the complete check in
pillar (a barrel with a tablet).
We don't deliver the hardware but we can
advice you how to get it.
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The Serendipity Machine for your visitors

Welcome, coﬀee & work
CHECK IN

Ask your questions
Relevant matches for you!
Get in touch with Beatriz

view proﬁle

Based on
Wordpress &
blogging

view proﬁle

view proﬁle

Based on
Filming

Based on
Blogging/vlogging

Already in the house:

Type your question here...

Post question

Relevant places for you!

Message

Let’s meet

Trending knowledge of today:
Marketing
Filming
HTML

Your visitor checks in
with either the TSM app
or the TSM Check In
software at your location

Your visitor get relevant
matches (people,
content, events) based
on what they're working
on and their knowledge

Your visitor can reach
out to those people with
a chat or a meet request

Your visitor can ask
questions (in the whole
network) or answer
questions.

WHY

The Serendipity Machine at your location?

Every location where the The Serendipity Machine (TSM) is
used, you feel the vibe. “What vibe?” you ask us.
It’s simple! At a TSM location people are always open to meet
each other share knowledge and help everyone in the network to grow. That’s what keeps attracting people and makes
your location relevant.

You have access to a
dashboard with relevant
data of your visitors, what
they're working on and
their potential.

Get connected to:
Your place is
highlighted as a
TSM location at the
coolworkspace/TSM
map where ﬂexible
workers can pin or ﬁnd
the best places to
meet people and/or
to work.

200+ TSM Locations already
60.000 users from all over the world
200+ Ambassadors
Exposure in the
epic centre of the new
society (3.0) through Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram.
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